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When you think of Catholic teachers, 
what words come to mind?

The values that Catholic teachers promote — like fairness, 
compassion, respect, concern for social justice and the environment — 
are things that all Ontarians embrace, regardless of their faith. 

These values — and the benefits they bring not only to Catholic 
students but to society as a whole — lie at the heart of what we do.

Research shows that Catholic school graduates are deeply engaged 
citizens with high levels of participation in volunteerism, social 
justice work, and the democratic process. These quantified outcomes, 
combined with the many anecdotal examples that Catholic teachers 
across the province share, send a powerful message about the 
benefits of Catholic school teaching. Catholic teachers provide a 
caring, supportive environment for students to become successful, 
contributing members of society. 

Catholic teachers prepare their 
students for the ultimate test: life.

DID YOU KNOW? 

A 2013 report conducted by the Ontario 
Institute for Studies in Education presents the 
benefits of Catholic education this way:  

“Graduates wrote that Catholic education 
was important because it incorporated 
beliefs, values, morals, ethics and guiding life 
principles that have helped to shape who they 
are; gave them a sense of community in which 
they could participate in social activities, build 
relationships, and connect with members of 
the school community; provided an inclusive 
environment where they could openly and 
freely practice their faith; helped them to 
develop their faith; and provided them with 
insight and inspiration to guide their decisions. 
Catholic education, they wrote, taught them 
the importance of social justice, altruism, and 
helping others.” 

When you think of the benefits of 
Catholic education viewed through this 
lens, what examples come to mind from 
your own classroom?
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In Ontario, many parents (Catholic and non-Catholic) seek 
out and depend on the publicly funded Catholic education 
system to provide a values-based education for their 

children. This is particularly true for many new Canadian families. 
It’s crucial that all of us communicate the importance of our work 
in the context of today’s rapidly changing world. By highlighting the 
successes and contributions of Catholic school teachers, students 
and graduates in Ontario, OECTA members can help deliver this 
message. 

Why should Ontarians support publicly funded Catholic schools? 
And why should Catholic teachers be respected and celebrated? 
The answer lies in the benefits of a values-based education — 
one with a proven track record of producing engaged, active citizens. 
It matters that in a highly commercialized world there exists a 
place for young people where personal and spiritual growth is not 
only permitted, but nurtured. 

The lessons that Catholic teachers deliver extend beyond content 
like math, science and history; they shape the character and values 
of the students themselves. This commitment to preparing students 
for the test of life will sit at the core of our communications efforts 
moving forward. It is the “common ground” that Catholic and non-
Catholic parents can see value in. The goal is to use this common 
ground to collapse the distance between Catholic and non-Catholic 
communities — moving from “us and them” to simply “us.” And 
in doing so, showcase the amazing contributions that Catholic 
teachers make to life in Ontario.

“Life is the test” isn’t an empty slogan. It’s an authentic expression of 
the value that you bring to the classroom every day. 

– Beyond Catholic Education,  

   Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

The values encouraged at 
my Catholic secondary 
school played a large role 
in my overall development 
as an adult.” 

“
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What’s the message?  
That Catholic teachers offer a values-based education that benefits 
all Ontarians.

How will it be shared?  
Our story will be shared through videos, social media shareables, 
emails to membership and coverage in @OECTA magazine. 
Teachers can also share the message by telling their own stories of 
how Catholic teachers make Ontario a better place for all. 

Is it trying to hide the “Catholic” 
in Catholic teaching? 
No. We are highlighting the social values that Catholic teaching 
promotes because they help create a bridge to non-Catholic 
Ontarians, who understand and embrace these same values. It 
showcases the authentic benefits of Catholic teaching by sharing 
powerful, positive stories of students, teachers and graduates 
making positive contributions to the world. But the point is not to 
deny our Catholic roots. In fact, we are transforming the OECTA 
identity from a faceless acronym that’s largely unfamiliar to the 
public into a meaningful organization that’s clear about who we 
represent and what our members do in the classroom.

Our story at a glance 

public

The following stories showcase the 
value of Catholic education and 
will be used as part of an upcoming 
campaign. We hope they’ll make 
you think about stories you want to 
share about the benefits Catholic 
teachers bring to Ontario.
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Catholic teachers 
teach resilience

When Rolland Chidiac started teaching 15 years ago, he used a 

Palm Pilot to record assessments of students in his gym classes. 

Today he has a whole suite of digital tools he couldn’t even 

have fathomed back then. Chidiac, who teaches at Sir Edgar 

Bauer Catholic Elementary School in Waterloo, uses his love of 

technology to teach kids the powerful lesson that failure is just a 

necessary stepping stone to success.

I’ve always loved technology. I remember the first time they put a 
computer in my classroom, it was like a campfire. It was the central 
focus, the entire class gathered around it. When they let us use 
YouTube for the first time, I was on fire!

I’ve been a teacher for 15 years and in that time I’ve learned one of the 
most innovative and powerful ways to deliver the curriculum is through 
technology. Kids these days grow up surrounded by technology, picking 
up new devices is natural for them. But if you bump it up with activities 
that require a higher level of skill and thinking, the potential for growth 
and learning is exponential.

A couple years ago I was accepted as a Google Certified Innovator, 
which opened my eyes to new skills and technology. When we got 
a 3D printer in the classroom, I couldn’t wait to dive in. I told the 
kids since I was new at this, they were going to have to watch me 
fail — repeatedly — and they were going to learn 
with me. As we gradually learned to use the tool 
throughout the year, I focused a lot of attention on 
the learning rather than the tool itself.

That year I had the students work on personal projects, giving them 
time to work on something that interested them. In the last month, I 
wanted them to come up with a plan for a project that might address 
other people or the school community. 

A group of four girls really wanted to connect with students in the 
hospital. They wanted kids who were sick and hospitalized to know 
that even though they were missing classes and going through a 
difficult time, someone was thinking about them. They decided to 
design necklaces that said “Believe,” which could be sent to sick kids 
along with a personal letter. There was a lot of planning and several 
iterations of the design, which didn’t work out at first. They kept 
pushing forward. In the end, they made six necklaces and they were 
sent to the local hospital. The kicker? These kids were only in Grade 
4 and they were coming up with these awesome ideas all on their 
own and were so excited to work hard to see their projects succeed.
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Mr. C tells us that it’s 

 okay to feel bad when 

 we fail...as long as we 

 get back up again

Life is the test:
Have you ever let your students watch you fail? How do you 
prepare your students to deal with failure? 

I think failure is a powerful 
lesson for kids to learn, or, more 
specifically, overcome. Anything 
is possible if you just step back, 
think critically, and make a plan. 
Failure is inevitable, but failure 
opens the door to learning and 
discovering something incredible. 
If failure’s going to happen, think 
big — what’s something awesome 
you want to accomplish? 
Technology is a great tool to help 
teach resilience — no matter 
what comes your way, you can 
adapt. It’s about expecting failure, 
knowing it’s going to happen and 
not letting it get in the way of your 
success.
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Catholic teachers 
teach respect
Sherry Marentette won’t take credit for starting St. Thomas of 

Villanova’s robust Gay Straight Alliance. But her passion for 

the students in the club is warmly evident. The GSA, which she 

oversees, along with Yolanda Mejalli (another teacher), provides a 

judgment- and label-free zone that helps kids feel comfortable and 

free in the company of friends and allies.

I got involved with the Gay Straight Alliance in my tenth year at St. 
Thomas of Villanova and was immediately blown away by the kids and 
by the environment here. Towards the end of my first year helping, 
I was asked if I’d take over the club and of course, I said yes.

The GSA meets at lunchtime in both my classroom and Ms. Mejalli’s on a 
weekly basis. It’s a safe space for all, no questions asked. It’s just a happy place 
to eat and hang out. 

What surprised me the most in my role as an ally was how loud the kids were — 
in a good way! Kids who are usually quiet and reserved really come alive at the 
GSA meetings. They feel comfortable and free around friends and allies. It’s a 
judgment- and label-free zone. We don’t ask anyone what label they wear, they 
just get to be themselves. I’ve had students who have met me because I help out 
with the club and they say, ‘Miss, I have you next semester,’ and they already 
feel safer. That has been incredibly powerful for us. 

Our school has put on a number of events and workshops to open up 
conversation on bullying and safe spaces in the school. The initiatives are 
proactive and all student-led, which I think is really important. We put on an 
anti-bullying workshop, which received a lot of support. We also hosted a 
rainbow day where everyone came to school in bright, coloured tops. You really 
notice people when they are out of uniform and wearing a lot of colour — we 
had huge participation. We also recently set up a GSA table for the Grade 8 

Parent Open House.  Parents and future students can see there is a safe 
place here. This year I’m part of a small committee that is planning the 
first annual WeShine event, which is a conference for all of the GSAs in our 
board.

We also participate in the Run for Rocky. It’s a run that raises money for 
local GSA clubs. Rocky Campagna was a successful young man who was 
gay and who suffered from depression. His family wanted to do something 
positive to honour his memory and passion for helping others who lack 
support and are treated unjustly. They have made a real impact and 
they are pleased to see support for LGBTQ youth growing in our school 
communities. 

The school has an active Social Justice Club that works alongside the 
GSA. Together we’re moving the dial forward, creating a positive, safe 
environment in the school and the community. When someone feels bullied 
or treated like an outcast, the best thing we can do is provide a place where 
students feel supported and welcomed. I feel blessed to know that I am 
part of something so meaningful.

Life is the test:
What was the best thing you’ve 
done in a classroom to promote 
respect and inclusion? What will 
you do this year to encourage 
these values?
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Catholic teachers 
teach empathy
When Ty MacLellan visited a food bank with his grandmother, 

he was moved by what he saw. During a speech to his Grade 4 

class, Ty challenged his classmates to bring in one food donation 

a month. Before long, the idea took off and the whole school got 

involved. It’s now become a regular part of life at St. Joan of Arc 

Catholic Elementary School in Oakville.

When I first went with my grandma to the food bank in Wasaga 
where she volunteers, I remember feeling shocked — and sad. It was 
hard to see people in need and to realize that some families wake up 
every morning not knowing whether or not they’ll have enough food 
to eat. The people who relied on the food bank were families just like 
my own.

I continued to visit the food bank whenever I went to see my 
grandma; the same feelings I experienced on my first visit stayed 
with me. One time when I went to the food bank, I took a big bag 
of hockey equipment and clothes that I had outgrown. While I was 
there, my grandma told me there was a boy who liked the shirt I 
was wearing. He was just a little younger than me and I remember 
thinking that he probably couldn’t get one like it. So I gave him mine 
– luckily I had a sweater to put on. Passing on the clothes made me 
feel good and it also made me wonder how I could do more to help. 

When my teacher gave us an assignment to write 
a speech about the poor and the vulnerable, I was 
inspired by my grandma and the time I had spent 
with her at the food bank. I decided to write my 
speech on my experience there. And that’s when I 

had an idea of a way to make a real impact. At the end of my speech, 
I issued a challenge to each of my classmates to bring in one non-
perishable food item on the first Friday of each month. I committed to 
deliver the donations to our local food bank (and my mom generously 
donated her chauffeur services).

My class took up the challenge with enthusiasm so I decided to 
go bigger — I challenged all three Grade 4 classes in my school to 
participate. Soon it spread and the entire school was participating! 
It went so well that it just became a part of the school.

Life is the test:
72% of graduates say they have 
done volunteer work within the 
past year. When was the last 
time you did volunteer work? 
How do you facilitate student 
volunteering?

2,000 BAGS OF FOOD
WORTH $50,000
350 FAMILIES HELPED PER MONTH
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Catholic teachers 
teach community

Peter Cameron teaches his students the value of making a 

difference and the importance of using our greater connectivity 

to create a positive impact in their community and the world. 

He teaches at St. Elizabeth School in Thunder Bay.

Years ago I started a project called MAD (Make a Difference). 
A colleague and I had a yard sale and raised $500. We used the 
money to take the kids shopping for groceries that we loaded up and 
delivered to a local shelter house — we even got a tour.  It was my 
favourite activity because we were going beyond the textbook. As I 
became connected by using Twitter and on my blog, some of my kids 
suggested, “Mr. C. why don’t we share this?” Together as a class, we 
created a website — I’d never created one before — and shared our 
story. We challenged other people to “MAD” at Christmas time. 
And people from all over the world did, and would leave messages 
about their stories of making a difference.

When our MP got interested in the project, the kids became aware 
of the power of their own voices. They told our MP what they were 
doing. He was so inspired, he said, “I have one minute in the House 
of Commons, I’m going to challenge the rest of our MPs to make a 
difference.” My kids watched that speech! It was so crazy. I don’t think 
we’ll even realize the impact of all this until we see what these kids end 
up doing in high school and into adulthood.

Since then, we’ve continued the community sharing, or to use kid 
terminology, “sharesies.” One of the other things we’ve shared is 

our K-Cups project, which repurposes K-Cups for 

classroom use. To date, we’ve saved 
30,000 K-Cups from going into 
landfill, and have schools all over the 
world participating. The kids help me 
tweet out ideas, and see the power of 
their voice.

During my time as a teacher I’ve 
learned some of the most valuable 
lessons can’t be found in a textbook. 
Kids spend such a large portion of 
their day at school and a lot of the 
lessons that shape their outlook on 
the world and shape them as human 
beings happen in the classroom. 
My kids have definitely taught me the 
power of connection.

Life is the test:
Have you done something that made a difference to a community 
you’re involved in? Can you imagine a way to involve your students in 
making a difference?

30,000 K-CUPS DIVERTED
FROM LANDFILL!
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When I was in Grade 10, I received a simple project to 
research an organization of my choosing. Little did I know, that 
assignment would help shape the course of my entire life. 

For the assignment, I read a book about the child sex trade in 
Thailand. When I heard about the struggle and abuse these kids face, I was 
angered, blown away — I couldn’t sleep. It weighed on me for a long time and 
I decided I had to do something about it. So I joined a local organization in 
Thornhill, was trained as a speaker, and began presenting about the issue in 
high schools and elementary schools. My teacher at Mary Ward supported 
me from the beginning. I still felt I could do more.

I decided to travel to Sri Lanka to gather as much information as I could about 
child sex trafficking from the source. I wanted to meet children, hear their 
stories. I wanted to interview law enforcement, social workers, government 
officials, parents, anyone who would talk to me. I wanted to learn what young 
people like me could do to help combat this injustice. 

At age seventeen, supported by my school and parents, I went to Sri Lanka to 
learn more about this horrible issue. I even did something I hadn’t expected 
to do: I went undercover with the Sri Lankan police, acting as a decoy to foil a 
predator. I will never know what it’s like to be one of those children, but to sit 
with a predator for an hour while I was undercover, it made me understand 

Catholic teachers 
teach social justice
When Cheryl Perera read about the child sex trade for a civics 

class assignment, she knew she had to do something to help. 

Her Catholic upbringing had instilled a deep well of empathy, 

and teachers at St. Robert Catholic High School and Mary Ward 

Catholic Secondary School helped turn that empathy into action.

Life is the test:
89% of recent graduates say 
their secondary school provided 
them with opportunities to 
participate in social justice 
projects. How do your students 
explore social justice in the 
classroom?

a sliver of what these children go 
through, and gave me a personal 
experience I could bring back.

When I returned to Canada, 
I founded One Child, an organization 
for youth to take action against the 
exploitation of children everywhere.

I’m often asked what motivated 
me to go so far with this issue. 
A lot of it has to do with my Catholic 
upbringing and the support and 
encouragement I received from role 
models in my life like my parents,   

my teachers, and my principal. 
Empathy was something that was 
engrained in me, I became someone 
who couldn’t stand on the sidelines. 
This lesson has helped me find real 
purpose in the work I do to this day.
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Catholic teachers 
teach sustainability
Sue Cardin, Carolyn Kinsman and Christina Barbaro, teachers at Holy Spirit 

in Aurora, work with students to collect and reuse empty milk bags and 

turn them into sleeping mats for people in need in the developing world.

Our school is part of the Eco-schools program. We have a group of highly 
motivated students who are committed to being good stewards of the 
environment. We meet weekly at morning recess and although we only 
have a short time together our Green Team is determined to make every 
minute count. We have led and participated in a variety of environmental 
initiatives, such as collecting old Christmas cards to upcycle them into gift 
tags, reusing light bulbs to make ornaments, promoting waste-free lunches, 
and reinforcing putting trash in its place. And then there’s the Milk Bag 
Program.
 
When we’re working with the milk bags, it’s like an assembly line. Each 
Green Team member contributes. Some students flatten and put the bags 
in stacks. Others fold and cut them, and some others knot them together to 
make long chains. Then we use a loom to weave them into mats. Our two 
looms were generously made by students at Cardinal Carter [a Catholic 
high school in the area] and a volunteer university student.
 
The final mats that we weave are not very big: you’d be shocked to think a 
family of five could sleep on some of the bigger ones that we have made, 
but they do in many of the countries these get sent to!
 
The Green Team takes pride in our Milk Bag Program and all of our 
green initiatives. It’s great to see our students on the road to becoming 
responsible citizens who are making real contributions to the world.

Life is the test:
More than half of recent graduates said their Catholic education 
influenced them to become responsible citizens. What project could 
your class adopt to make the world more sustainable?
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The Catholic teachers story is about you 
and the contributions you make to your 
community — and the world — 
by preparing students for the richness 
of life. We hope you’ll share your stories 
and experiences with Ontarians by doing 
some of the following:

Think about something a student of 
yours has done that demonstrates a 
commitment to making your community 
— or the world — a better place for 
everyone by drawing on values such 
as empathy, inclusiveness, and a 
commitment to social justice.

Think about something you’ve done as a 
teacher that demonstrates a commitment 
to making your community — or the world 
— a better place for everyone by drawing 
on values such as empathy, inclusiveness, 
and a commitment to social justice.

Email your story to lifeisthetest@
catholicteachers.ca

Share your story in conversations with 
friends, neighbours, and leaders in your 
community.

Post your story on social media, with the 
hashtag #Lifeisthetest. 

How to bring the Catholic teachers 

story to life 
Life is the test: 

A story from [Name of School] 

I’d like to share a story about something going on [or something that 
happened] at the school where I teach. 

Tell the story in under 200 words, highlighting the ways that your 
school activities are helping students become great Ontarians.

If you’d like to know more about this story or what I do at [Name of 
School], please contact me at [contact info].

Thank you!
[your name]

You can use this template to create a one-page note that 
can be sent to the News Editor at your local newspaper or 
radio or TV station.

Life is the test:
What will you do to help share the Catholic teachers story this year 
— and in years to come?

Send your story to local media
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